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Abstract. BOINC is a middleware that builds the largest grids on Earth out of commodity hardware offered by volunteers. Although BOINC has a large user base, it suffers from two fundamental limitations: first, it can only provide limited security to volunteer machines; second, creating large-scale projects is a formidable task only accessible to a few. Virtualization is a concept introduced many years ago, but its recent developments in consumer hardware provide fertile ground for improvements in many applications. Virtualization is one of the forms of sand-boxing, where applications are confined to a closed environment, to prevent them from causing any harm to the hosting system. To provide the security that volunteers expect, but also to simplify the task of project creators, we present Libboincexec, a library that enables BOINC to use custom execution environments. These environments can include, but are not restricted to any well-known virtual machine, a simple fork() and exec(), or even secure shell commands.
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Introduction



BOINC is a middleware that hides the non-trivial operations required to distribute work to volunteer computers and getting results back [1]. Unfortunately, application developers need to ensure their application will run in each and every single combination of architecture and operating system available, if they want to leverage all the power the grid has to offer. Subtle and not so subtle differences between these different targets can lead to many hours of development and testing. Moreover, volunteers running tasks in their computers are vulnerable to possibly unsafe operations, either intentional or not, performed by grid applications. Virtual machines can solve both problems at once. To the developer, they offer a single compilation target, thus reducing programming and testing time. To the volunteer, they solve security issues, by providing an environment which does not affect the host [9]. In this paper we present Libboincexec , a low level library which extends BOINC with the additional capability of running applications in a custom execution environment. Examples of execution environments are virtual machines,



such as VMWare [6] and Xen [2], or application level sandboxes such as Native Client [11] and Vx32 [5]. Libboincexec uses a similar idea to the one introduced by Gonzales et al. [8] but their work focuses mainly on virtualization on the VMWare software. Our approach, while also touching in the subject of virtualization, is agnostic from it allowing for different applications and possibilities. Although, so far, we have focused our work on virtual machines, we could also run simple command inside the hosting operating system, with fork() and exec() commands, or submit remote commands using secure shell, Condor [10], or some other scheduler. Libboincexec also differs from some other BOINC virtualization work, because it does not depend on external software, having the same dependencies as BOINC itself. This allows Libboincexec to be integrated with the BOINC open source project in the future without dragging additional software requirements. Using our library, adding a new execution environment is as simple as implementing a set of functions which are then called by BOINC. Libboincexec is composed of a plugin manager and one or several execution plugins. The plugin manager hides all the complexity from the BOINC execution path. This kind of transparency allows switching between different execution environments without application changes and keeping the BOINC client free of any execution logic.
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Related work



In this section we mention currently known implementations of custom execution environments in the BOINC middleware, comprised mostly of virtualization solutions. We also mention related technologies that abstract the interaction between a host and a guest environment. Gonzales et al. [8] were able to run a Matlab environment inside a VMWare machine using a modified BOINC wrapper. Their work shows that by changing the execution environment developers can run non-standard applications (like Matlab) or languages (Python, Java) inside a virtual machine. While their work touches the fundamental issues defined above, their implementation is VMWare-centric and was developed for a limited set of machines controlled by the authors. Ben Segal4 enriched the BOINC wrapper with VMWare API calls, which successfully runs workunits inside VMWare virtual machines. This solution has the advantage of not requiring any modifications to the BOINC client but is tied to VMWare. VM Controller Software, by David Quintas5 is a high-level communication layer that allows applications to control virtual machine hypervisors through message passing via standard XML-RPC calls. This solution solves the problem of communicating asynchronously with the virtual machine and can be used side by side with the library we propose as helper for plugins. While interesting, this solution also drags some dependencies with it, the most significant being the Python in4 5



http://boinc.berkeley.edu/trac/wiki/VmApps http://boinc.berkeley.edu/trac/wiki/VirtualBox



terpreter required to run the software and a message queue for message passing between the host and virtual machines. Atilla Marosi implemented changes in the BOINC client, allowing it to run jobs on a QEMU6 virtual machine [3]. This approach puts the volunteer in control, he decides where applications run – directly on their hardware or inside a virtual machine. This approach is similar to the second step of Libboincexec integration, but is not execution environment agnostic, because it uses one particular virtual machine.
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Architecture of Libboincexec



3.1



Overview



Request QEMU Plugin



Plugin Manager
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QEMU running the App.



Fig. 1. Overview of Libboincexec architecture



Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of Libboincexec. There are two main components required for execution: the Plugin Manager and an Execution Plugin. Execution Plugins implement functionality required for execution on a specific execution environment and define how applications are transported, executed and how the results of computation are obtained. The Plugin Manager is able to locate installed plugins and deliver them on demand to requesting applications. It also provides a convenient common interface that hides the plugins’ functionality, allowing applications to transparently switch execution plugins without changing their code. At the moment, Libboincexec is a passive execution method. The application using it needs to be modified to in order to successfully use an execution environ6



http://www.qemu.org



ment. Further information describing how BOINC integration is implemented is given in Section 3.5. 3.2



Plugin Manager



The Plugin Manager is the of the most important parts of the architecture, providing the glue between BOINC and the execution environment. One of our main concerns was keeping the manager portable and free from as many external dependencies as possible. As such, third party libraries and operating system specific calls were avoided. Since system calls cannot be avoided for dynamic plugin loading, Libboincexec depends on libltdl 7 , a software library which allows loading plugins in different operating system using a common interface. libtldl can be bundled with Libboincexec, therefore removing the need of installing it. If required, usage of libtldl could be avoided by adding multiple implementations of plugin loading and decide which one is used in compile time. As the Plugin Manager works on demand, an application using Libboincexec needs to explicitly request for a specific plugin. Execution plugins could be userconfigurable in the future. Volunteers would then be able to choose a specific virtualization product and use it as an execution environment. The abstract plugin interface is also defined by the Plugin Manager and contains, at the moment of writing, five functions that should be implemented by plugins: Obtain metadata Contains plugin information, description, possible configuration options. Prepare work Prepares the execution environment for execution (ie. starting a virtual machine). File copy Copies files back and forth between host and execution environment. Run a command Runs a command on the execution environment. Checkpoint Checkpoints the execution environment and the underlying running application. This interface is designed in a way that allows each plugin to handle multiple applications running in the same execution environment. 3.3



Execution Plugin



Execution Plugins are software modules that serve to control the execution of the BOINC application. They provide the glue between Libboincexec and an execution environment. The use of a plugin pattern allows for plugins to be bundled with Libboincexec but also for plugins developed for specific use cases in controlled environments. In order to add an execution plugin one needs to implement the functions mentioned above. Usually these translate to known API calls or commands that belong to the execution environment. 7



http://www.gnu.org/software/libtool/manual/html node/Using-libltdl.html



At the moment of writing we have two functional plugins, one which implements the VMWare execution environment and one which emulates the default execution behaviour (ie. fork/exec). Our VMWare plugin calls API methods exposed by VMWare through the VIX API8 . This API provides all the required methods for copying files, running applications and checkpointing on a virtual machine. Some environments, however, may contain additional levels of complexity.



3.4



Developing for Libboincexec



In order to understand how to develop for Libboincexec, one has to know how BOINC runs applications. Currently, developers can distribute work using the BOINC middleware by writing an application that implements the BOINC API. Some applications, however, do not implement the API. These are known as legacy applications and BOINC supports them by using a wrapper. A wrapper is an application that provides a bridge between the BOINC API and the unmodified legacy application. In Libboincexec we let the plugin manager and plugins implement the BOINC API instead of the application itself, this means that developers only need to write an application which runs until its work is done, as if it were running in a standard shell. Such application should be able to run using any Libboincexec plugin that supports the platform and operating system where it is executed. By using Libboincexec the work of developers is simplified because they do not have to worry about how BOINC will interact with the application. This transparency allows switching of plugins easily without developer burden. When using a virtualization plugin developers can also develop to a single target supported by that virtual machine, lowering developer effort and costs.



Fig. 2. BOINC client and server architecture
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3.5



Integration with BOINC



Figure 2 shows the client and server architecture of BOINC. The core client and applications communicate by an interface defined in the BOINC API, as mentioned in section 3.4. At the moment of writing the core client uses operating system specific calls in order to execute work delivered by the server. Integration with BOINC can be done in two different levels of the BOINC architecture: through a wrapper that uses the Libboincexec API or by letting Libboincexec replace the execution path in the current BOINC client. Using a wrapper



Fig. 3. Modified BOINC architecture using a wrapper.



Figure 3 shows the required changes (in gray) for integration through a wrapper. We provide a modified wrapper bundled with Libboincexec. This wrapper translates between BOINC and Libboincexec, allowing the application to be executed using any execution plugin. This integration is less complex because the wrapper interacts with BOINC at the application level. This means that the client will download the modified wrapper and any required files while receiving work. The wrapper is executed by the client as a regular workunit. This approach does not require any changes to the core client. By integrating at this level first, we created a suitable environment for development and early testing while the library matures. Replacing the execution path Our final goal is to replace the execution path of the core client with Libboincexec. Figure 4 shows the changes (in gray) required to accomplish this goal By replacing the execution path, BOINC is enhanced with extensible execution environment support in the default client. Developers are then able to write thirdparty plugins to fit their needs and define how applications will run.



Fig. 4. Modified BOINC architecture using custom plugins for all executions.



This implementation adds no dependencies or fundamental changes to the architecture but requires deep changes in parts of the client. One of our goals is to keep the client fully backwards-compatible. Implementing features such as default virtualization in the client is then as easy as including a plugin and bundling a virtual machine with the client package.
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Enhancing BOINC



While our main focus was adding generic virtualization support, we designed our API in a way that opens new possibilities for BOINC computation. For instance, an SSH plugin can be implemented easily. This plugin would allow applications to run on a machine other than the BOINC client. This system could be used to implement a simple grid in an ssh-enabled school network, for example, requiring minimal deployment efforts. The EDGeS project [4] has the goal of bridging different grid middlewares in an unified computing platform. One of the EDGeS core components for BOINC is a modified wrapper which serves as a bridge, running jobs in a remote grid instead of the local computer. Libboincexec could help the development of such bridges through execution plugins which transport jobs from BOINC to grids like Condor [10] or EGEE [7].
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Conclusions, Open Issues and Future Work



In this paper we presented Libboincexec, a software library that enables the creation of custom execution environments in the BOINC middleware. The main features of Libboincexec are not being dependent from external libraries and its pluggable architecture, that enables new possibilities for both users and developers. We believe that our work can ease the development of applications while increasing security for volunteers. At the moment Libboincexec is useful for developers wanting to run applications in virtualized guests, but the use cases will expand with time.



Our final goal is to integrate Libboincexec with the BOINC project. However, to reach this goal we still have to solve a number of open issues. We currently have a proof-of-concept implementation of Libboincexec, consisting of the library and a modified wrapper that uses the library on a simple BOINC setup. We only have one virtualization plugin, for the VMWare API. However, to support QEMU or VirtualBox, we will need to handle file copies to and from the guest operating system. As we mentioned before, this problem is well-known (e.g., [3]). We are considering to use the standard Secure Copy through Secure Shell and a backdoor to the guest virtual machine. When a solution using virtualization is deployed, disk space and bandwidth must also be taken into account. At the moment, we require the user to have the hypervisor installed in their machine prior to doing any computation. While this is not a limitation of Libboincexec, but of the VMWare plugin, this is a problem that will rise when using any hypervisor. Distributing the hypervisor with the workunit is possible but licensing issues may prevent the choice of some virtualization products. This is also a difficult problem because typically these require additional drivers to be installed in the user operating system. Another issue is supporting all the platforms where BOINC runs. We tested our prototype on the Linux operating system but there is no dependency on it. For now, we leave the issue of portability to the consideration of plugin developers. Plugins should implement multiple operating-system dependent calls and decide in compile time which one is used.
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